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To all whom it may concern: flue for the products of solid-fuel combus 
Be it known that I, JOHN J. TooMEY, a tion is provided with two coal-heated open 

citizen of the United States, residing at ings closed by the usual lids and also with a 
Chicago, in the county of Cook, State of pair of elliptical openings extending length 

5 Illinois, having invented certain new and Wise of the stove, one on each side of the 60 
useful Improvements in Ranges, do, hereby coal-heated openings, and elliptical casings 
declare that the following is a full, clear, are located in the top-flue below the eli. 
and exact description of the same. tical Openings to form gas-burner chambers 
My invention relates in general to cook- in which gas burners are located in pairs 

10 ing stoves or ranges such as are used for and these elliptical openings are covered by 65 
domestic purposes, and particularly to stoves elliptical plates; as the gas-burner chambers 
9f this character constructed, and arranged are located in the topilue these elliptical for burning both Solid and fluid fuels. In cover-plates are provided withinlet ports to 
Tanges of the diplex-fuel type it, is custom- supply combustion air to the gas burners 

15 ary to locate the fire-box for the coal or and also with cooking-openings above the 70 
other. solid fuel at one end O. the rage, at gas burners closed by reinovable lids when 
One side of the Oven and to pass the heated the burners are notii use, and the elliptical 
Products of Combustion, through suitable casings are provided at each end with outlet 
flue-space leading from the fire-box across ports for R products of gas combustion 

20 the E. of the E" then Rh agg, leading into the top-flue and controlled by 
oppoSl d SC d E. R f dampers or registers located in these burner E. song 5: eney by chambers and accessible by removing the 

g E"; EE g f collet lids; the supply pipes for the gas-burners 
25 E. caseE. file EEr extendouf, through their casings into the flue 

PO m eC. pace. space for the coal-combustion products and 80 afford standa king c ity Ee f E"E.E. o thence out through a side wall of the stove y day Iamily EPE' to gas-valves located at one side thereof, and coal-range requires four coal-heated Open C O So the burners cannot be removed for clean ings in a gas-range four gas burners, 30 E. A. ins . ing wi. ge, ing purposes without taking down the stove 
in is desired in some duplex fuel COO and disassembling the burner 85 

ranges having separate EE and and its pipe, the burner-pipes are subjected 
s aving Sep: ... to the action of the coal-combustion prod 

gas-heated ovens the latter oven is located ucts passing through the flu ace, and ti above the top of the range at the end oppo- passing True Space, and the organization requires side-control of the 35 site the fire-box, and the gas-cooking top is gas-burner valves: also, the gas-burner 90 
sometimes placed over the coal-cooking top chambers locate dih the top flue inlist f i. 
and is raised out of the Way when the latter f e top flu st pe.9 special form and location in order to avoid is in use, with the result that the heavy E. w S.) 3. t f eddies and obstructions to the draft through gas-burner top must be manually shifted the top-flue, and when the gas-burners re ind the ty f top-cooki its cannot 1 

40 da, S.E." ing his E. used their lids must be removed and the 9 
fuel ranges either the gas-cooking top is dampers of the outlet ports in the elliptical 
placed at the end of the range opposite the chambers must be manually opened, and 
fire-box and beyond the coal-cooking top, or when the gas burners are not used these 

45 some of the latter's customary four coal- dampers must be closed ind the lids re. 
heated openings are omitted to make room placed, so that more or less moving and O) 
for the standard equipment of gas-cooking changing of parts is needed to transform 
burners; in the first case the cooking-top the cooking-top from a Solid-fuel burner to 
is inconveniently long and the gas-burner gas-fuel burner or vice versa, and while 

50 top frequently extends beyond the end of the solid-fuel may be utilized for culinary 
the range, and in the second the range does Purposes or in place thereof the gas burner's 105 
not have a standard coal-cooking top. In may be brought into use, both forms of heat, 
another type, illustrated for example by the or fuel cannot be simultaneously used for 
patent to Coulston No. 1,032.816, dated July top cooking purposes, 
i6, 1912, the stove top above the usual top- The primary objects of my invention are 
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to provide an improved complete duplex 
fuel cooking-top of standard capacity for 
each kind of heat or fuel comprising four 
coal-cooking openings and four separate 
top-cooking heaters within the area of the 
fire-box and a standard four-burner top, 
and in which the two kinds of top-cooking 
units may be used jointly or separately for 
top-cooking purposes, and in which no parts 
of the cooking-top need be moved or shifted 
when it is desired to change from one fuel to 
the other for cooking at the cooking-top, 
and also to provide a stove comprising a 
complete coal-range of standard capacity 
and a box-cabinet gas-range having a gas 
baking oven, a gas-broiling oven and a 
standard capacity gas-burner top, and in 
which all the gas burners are controlled 
from a gas-manifold at the front of the 
Stove. 

Other objects and advantages of the in 
vention will be apparent from the disclosure. 
The invention consists in the novel and 

useful constructions and arrangements of 
parts herein described and then pointed out 
in the appended claims. 
In the accompanying drawings, which il 

lustrate practical embodiments of the va 
rious features of my invention and in which 
the same reference numerals indicate simi 
lar parts in the different figures, 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a range 
equipped with my invention, portions of the 
coal-section being broken away to expose 
internal parts; 

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view on 
the line 2-2 in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a detail cross-sectional view on 
the line 3-3 in Fig. 1 showing the intake 
end of the top-fiue with parts of the wall of 
the fire-box broken away; 

Fig. 4 is a detail cross sectional view on 
the line 4-4 in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 5 is a detail top plan view with some 
parts broken away and the lid of the 
cross-channel removed; 

Fig. 6 is a detail sectional view on the 
line 6-6 in Fig. 3, and 

Fig. 7 is a view in front elevation of the 
clean-out piece. 
While for the purposes of illustrating all 

the features of my invention the range 
shown is in its general design typical of 
those having separate solid-fuel and gas 
heated ovens as above described, it will be 
understood that my improved cooking-top 
is applicable to other types of duplex fuel 
ranges, and it is not necessary to describe 
in detail the construction of the usual parts 
of the range shown. In the exemplification 
shown the coal-section of the range desig 
nated in its general parts by the numerall 
is provided with a fire-box 2 located at one 
end and at One side of the coal-heated oven 
3 and having its top 4 provided with the 
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usual coal-cooking openings closed by the 
removable lids 5; and the front-plate of the 
coal-section is a single casting provided with 
the usual oven and ash-pit doors. A cook 
ing-top plate 6 extends from the fire-box to 
the other end of the coal-oven and is spaced 
above the full length and depth of the oven 
top 7 to form the top-flue space 8 for the hot 
products of coal-combustion. This fue 
space communicates at one end with the fire 
box and at its other end with the down 
flue 9 at the side of the oven opposite the 
fire-box, the products of coal-combustion 
passing thence through a lower flue 10 be 
neath the oven and into the usual vertical 
back-flute 11 connected by a pipe to the chim 
ney. The usual damper 12 is located be 
tween the fire-box 2 and its branch 13 of 
the back-flue So that the necessary straight 
draft through the fire-box may be provided 
when starting a solid-fuel fire, this damper 
being closed from the outside when the fire 
is brought to the desired intensity so that 
its hot products of combustion will then pass 
through the flue space about the oven. 
The top-plate 6 is preferably a single cast 

ing and comprises parallel horizontal front 
and 'ear shelves 14 and 15, respectively, ar 
l'anged in the same plane and spaced apart 
along the length of the oven, longitudinal 
upright front and rear walls 16 and 17 lo 
cated at the inner edges of the shelves 14 
and 15 respectively and inclined from bot 
tom to top slightly toward the center of 
the plate, upright cross-walls 18 and 19, 
respectively, spaced apart and extending 
across the space between the intermediate 
walls 16 and 17 at approximately the cen 
ter of the latter and downwardly into their 
upper portions to form a shallow cross 
channel, and the bottom 20 of this channel. 
The shelves 14 and 15 are suitably spaced 
above the oven-top 7 to make the flue space 
8 of standard height; in the form shown the 
shelf 14 is provided at its outer edge with 
a depending flange 21 which is fastened by 
bolts passing through it and the upturned 
edge of the oven-top into the upper edge 
of the front-plate of the coal-stove 1, and the 
shelf 15 is fastened at its outer edge to a 
ledge 22 extending above the rear end of 
the top wall of the oven 3. These shelves 
are also spaced apart sufficiently so that the 
Space between the upper edges of the walls 
16 and 17 at each side of the cross-channel 
will accommodate a rectangular coal-cook 
ing top-plate 23, and the walls are provided 
near their upper edges with seating lugs 24 
arranged in opposite pairs to which these 
plates are attached by stove-bolts, each plate 
having its coal-cooking opening closed by a 
removable lid 25. The top-fille above the 
oven this comprises the lower flue-space S 
inder the shelves 14 and 15 of the usual 
height of the customary top-?lue, and the 
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upper flue space provided by the longitudi 
inal conduit or passage formed between the 
walls 16 and 17, this conduit in practice be 
ing about five inches deep, eleven inches wide at the bottom and seven inches wide 
at the top. A removable lid 26 covers the 
cross-channel formed in the top of the con 
duit, and vertical baffle-plates 27 and 28 are 
mounted at the front ends of the shelves 14 
and 15, respectively, adjacent the fire-box, 
and extend across the shelves and upwardly 
to bring their upper ends flush with the up 
per edges of the walls 16 and 17, respec 
tively, where they are provided with lateral 
flanges 29 and 30, respectively, upon which 
the top-plate 4 of the fire-box is fastened. 
The baffle-plates form upward extensions of 
the oven-side of the fire-box and have tight 
joints with the shelves and walls to prevent 
the products of coal-combustion from pass 
ing into the spaces of the cooking-top above 
the shelves. The upper portions of the front 
ends of the walls 16 and 17 where these 
baffle-plates are located are extended out 
wardly to provide lips 31 projecting beyond 
the plates into the fire-box as shown in Fig. 
2 and flush with the flanges 29 and 30 to 
provide seats between the lips and the over 
hanging edge of the inner plate 23 for the 
inner edge of the fire-box top 4; the outer 
edges of this top and the outer edge of the rear 
plate 23 are seated on inwardly extending 
depressed fianges of the top-frame 32 of the 
cooking-top. The opposite or rear ends of 
the walls 16 and 17 are provided with hori 
Zontal flanges 33 to which the rear closure 
plate 34 of the top-plate 6 is secured. The 
plate 34 extends across the full width of the 
top-plate and forms the upper wall of the 
down-fue 9, its upper edge making a tight 
joint with the frame 32 and its lower edge 
being secured to vertical flanges 35 on the 
corresponding ends of the shelves 14 and 15; 
the upper end of the outer wall 36 of the 
down-flute 9 is also secured to these flanges 
35 in position to overlap the lower edge of 
the plate 34. The central part or body of 
the plate 34 spans the rear end of the con 
duit forming the upper portion of the top 
flue, and its lateral portions or wings form 
rear baffles to close the openings that other 
Yise would lead into the down-fue 9 at the 
real' ends of the spaces above the shelves 14 
and 15. The front shelf 14 also has at its 
rear end a front vertical flange 37 to which 
is secured the upper end of the vertical por 
tion of the front-plate of the coal-section 
that forms the front, wall of the down-fue 
9. The plate 34 and the ends of the walls 
16 and 17 are shouldered as shown in Fig. 2 
to accommodate the gas-oven structure 38 
which is somewhat wider at its upper 
roaster-portion than at its lower broiler-por 
tion and is mounted on the stove-frame at 
the end opposite the fire-box. The coal-sec 

As 

tion of the range is provided at the rear 
corners of the top-frame 32 with upright 
brackets, and at its rear with the upright 
Splasher 39 and the top-shelf flush with the 
top of the oven-casing 38. The rear shelf 
15 is extended rearwardly, preferably by 8. 
horizontai plate 40 suitably fastened to the 
frame i, so that the Opel spaces at the oppo 
site sides of the conduit will be substantially 
equal in width. The front space above the 
shelf 14 is open at its front to the outside 
air, and the rear space above the shelf 15 and 
its extension 40 is open at its front to the 
outside aii' as the bottom of the Splasher 39 
either terminates at the top-frame 32 or is 
provided with a plurality of perforations 
if it extends down to the plate 40. These 
Open Spaces formed immediately under the 
top-frame 32 by the shelves 14 and 15 with 
their end baffles and by the vertical walls of 
the conduit form front, and rear burner 
boxes on opposite sides of the conduit that 
are at all times closed to the products of 
coal-combustion but are open at their fronts 
to the Outside air, so that gas burners lo 
cated therein will always have an unre 
stricted and ample supply of combustion air, 
and will be at all &imes accessible. 

in pi'actice prefer to close the ends of 
the flue space 8 lander the shelves 14 and 15 
adjacent the fire-box to prevent, the solid 
fuel from going into the top-flue; the hot 
products of combustion from the fire-box 
will then enter the top-file through an inlet, 
fo!'}led by the opening between the walls 6 
and 17 below the front plate 23. For this 
purpose extend the lining 41 of the fire-box 
at the side adjacent, the top-fille Tiwardly 
and fiare its top edge outwardly to overlap 
the front ends of the sihelves and nake a 
tight joins with the lower edges of the 
baffles 2 and 28, the front edge of the lin 
ing making a tight, closure with a vertical 
flange 42 on the outer edge of the baffle 27. 
As the conduit of the top-flie is fiared lat 
erally toward its bottoimits intake end ex 
tends toward the front and rear ends of the 
fire-box as shown in fig. 3 to facilitate the 
entrance into the top-title of a sufficient soi 
unle of the hot products of coai-coin bustion 
to circulate over the entire top of the oven, 
and the conduit concentrates their upper 
portion at its top where the coai-cooking 
openings of the plates 23 are locate. ...lso, 
by this arrangement an able to conven- ; 
iently provide a cential clean-out for the 
top-fille at its inlet. For this purpose the 
upper edge of the lining is provided with 
a lip 43 extending into the inlet between 
the walls 16 and 17, slightly above the oven 
top 7. and a clean-out, piece 44 is secured on 
the oven-top and has an inclined skirt of 
face 45 extending upwardly from the ove:- 
top and making a flush joint with the top 
of the lip 43: the piece 4 is provided with 
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a depressed flange 46 on its outer edge to 
underlie the lip and close the joint there 
with (Fig. 2). This clean-out piece has op 
posite lateral arms 47 and 48 at its lower 
portion located between the Oven-top and 
the flanges 14 and 15, and upon which Sup 
porting lips 49 of the lining 41 rest, and the 
arms are provided with upright webs 50 
against which these lips abut. The clean 
out piece affords a support for the lining 
and convenient means by which dirt and 
soot lodged in the top-flue may be brushed 
or wiped out into the fire-box. 
By the organization above described the 

coal-cooking top is T-shape in plan, com 
prising the uppel' walls of the fire-box and 
conduit, each of these walls providing ample 
Space for two standal'd coal-cooking open 
ings as above described so that the coal 
cooking top affords the standard top-cook 
ing capacity of the commercial coal-range; 
and the conduit forming the upper portion 
of the top-flue is disposed longitudinally in 
the median line of the cooking-top and 
leaves ample open space at each of its sides 
to arrange within the open top the neces 
sary number of additional cooking heaters 
or units required to give standard top-cook 
ing capacity Within the area of the top. 
While these supplemental cooking units may 
be of any suitable character, such for ex 
ample as electric-heaters, prefer to use gas 
burne's for this purpose. 

In practice i arrange these gas burners 
in tanden pair's in the open burner-boxes 
on opposite sides of the conduit of the top 
file. In the front burner-box a giant 
burner 51 and a regulation burner 52 are 
arranged in line adjacent and parallel with 
the front wall 16 of the conduit, and in the 
rear burner-box a pair of regulation burners 
53 is similarly a ranged adjacent the 'ear 
Wall it of the conduit. It desii'ed a sin 
mering burner may be placed in either 
iburner-box. The conduit, and burner-boxes 
are of sufficient height, so that the tops )f 
the burner's are slightly beioW the level of 
the frame 32 and the top of the conduit, and 
the parts around the tops of the boxes are 
provided with inwardly extending depressed 
flanges 54 to seat the usual removable cook 
ing-top plates 55 that support the cooking 
vessels, such as the gratings or grids, flush 
there with and above the burners; it will be 
understood that the usual grids are used 
when artificial gas is employed, and that, 
the usual top-plates are used when natural 
gas is employed. By the arrangement of 
parts described in either case the burner 
boxes are always open to the outside air, and 
the circulation of combustion air is facili 
tated by the cross-channel which provides 
an air passage between the burner-boxes, 
while the gas cooking-top affords the stand 
al'd top-cooking capacity of the commercial 
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gas-Tange. The supply pipes 56 and 57 of 
the front and rear burners respectively com 
municate with the burner-box manifold 5S 
to which the gas is supplied, and which is at 
the front of the cooking-top and is provided 
with the usual valves 59 to admit the gas 
to the air and gas mixers of these pipes, the 
burner's being of the usual blue-flame type 
and made in integral formation with their 
Supply pipes so that each unit may be re 
i loved and replaced, the mixers at the free 
ends of the supply pipes being arranged to 
telescope with the jets of the gas-valves in 
the usual manner for their easy assemblage 
and disassemblage. The burners are Sup 
ported in place in horizontal alinement with 
their valves, preferably by brackets 60 
mounted on the outer faces of the walls 16 
and 17 in position to aline the burner 
units horizontally with the gas-manifold 58, 
and the pipes 57 of the rear burners 53 are 
supported on the bottom 20 of the cross 
channel in the top of the conduit which is in 
alinement with the brackets so that all the 
Supply pipes are horizontal and in aline 
ment with their valves to provide a straight 
passage for the fuel from the manifold to 
the burners. In order to allow the rear 
units, composed of the pipes 57 and their 
burners, to be easily removed and replaced 
the lid 26 of the cross-channel is removable; 
by lifting this lid and the rear plates 55 the 
real' burner's 53 and pipes 57 may be re 
moved and replaced, as is frequently neces 
sary for cleaning purposes. The front 
burner units are removable after lifting the 
front plates 55. Suitable removable drip 
t'ays or pans 61 and 62 are located in the 
front and real' burner-boxes, respectively, 
below the gas-burnel's, and may be removed 
for cleaning purposes. 
The gas-manifold or supply pipe 58 ex 

tends along the front of the range to supply 
fuel also to the usual oven-burner (not 
shown) which in the type of range shown 
provides heat for the gas-baking oven 63 
and the gas-broiling or roasting oven 64 lo 
cated in the gas-oven structure 3S respec 
tively above and below the gas-manifold at 
the end of the large opposite the fire-box, 
the valve 65 for this oven-burner being in 
front with the valves for the open-top 
burners, so that the gas-oven burner's and 
cooking-top buriel's with their valves are at 
the same level or height to avoid the neces 
sity of the operator stooping down to reach 
the Oven-burner as in a combination oven or 
of reaching up as in an upper or top oven, 
or of reaching around to the side of the 
stove as in the case of a side-control of the 
burners. The heating elements or units for 
the compartments 63 and (34 may be electric 
heaters if desired. 
All parts of the coal-cooking top and of 

the gas-cooking top, constituting a complete 
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cooking-top of standard capacity for each 
kind of fuel or heat, are organized in the 
open top above the visual top-fue; no part 
need be moved when it is desired to change 
from one fuel to another, and both forms 
of top-cooking units inay be used at the 
same time on the cooking-top. The gas 
burners of the cooking-top are not located 
in the coal-fille but operate in the open air, 
and the burners and their supply pipes are 
protected at all times from the faile and 
products of the solid-fuel combustion and 
are easily removed for cleaning by merely 
lifting their plates and the lid of the cross 
channel without shifting or disturbing any 
other part. Also, provide a unitary box 
cabinet gas-range including a gas-baking 
Oven, a gas-broiling oven, a standard ca. 
pacity gas-cooking top and a complete coai 
range having a coal-heated over and a 
Standard capacity coal-cooking top, and in 
which all the gas buiners are controlled 
from a gas-manifold at the front of the 
stove. 
This application is a continuation in part 

of my co-pending application filed April 25, 
1921, and bearing Serial Number 464,232. 
I claim: 
1. A duplex-fuel range provided with an 

oven, an open-top, a fire-box at one side of 
the open-top, and having flue-space about 
the oven including a top-flue opening at one 
end into the fire-box and having an upper 
conduit extending along the central portion 
of the open-top to leave an open space at 
each of its sides on said top, the fire-box and 
conduit having a plurality of coal-cooking 
openings, and top-cooking heaters arranged 
in the open spaces on the open-top on each 
side of the conduit. 

2. A duplex-fuel range provided with an 
oven, an open-top, a fire-box at one side of 
the open-top, and having fue-space about 
the oven including a top-flute formed with 
an upper conduit having a laterally flaring 
intake opening into the fire-box and ex 
tending along the central portion of the 
open-top to leave an open space on each of 
its sides on the open-top, the fire-box and 
conduit having four coal-cooking openings, 
and a gas-cooking top comprising a pair of 
burners arranged in the open spaces on the 
open-top on each side of the conduit. 

3. A duplex-fuel range provided with an 
oven, an open-top and a fire-box at one side 
of the open-top, a top-fiue having an upper 
conduit opening at, one end into the fire-box 
and extending along the central portion of 
the open-top, the fire-box and conduit each 
having two coal-cooking openings, a cross 
channel in the top of the conduit between 
its coal-cooking openings, and a front and 
rear pair of gas-burners arranged on the 
open-top on opposite sides of the conduit 
and having supply pipes, the pipes for the 

openings at the other side of the ov 

tet 
y - - 

rear burners being renovably seated in the 
'oss-channel. 
4. A duplex-fi tei range provided with a 

open-toi), a fire-box at one side, a top-five 
formed with an upper conduit, extet ling 
along the central portion of the open-to: 
and having its central polition formed with 
a cross-channel, a top for the fire-box and 
conduit having coal-cooking openings, a re 
innovable lid for the channel in the conduit. 
and a front and rear pair of gas-buriers 
arranged in the open spaces on opposite 
sides of the conduit, and having supply 
pipes, the pipes for the rear burners lying it 
the channei in the codi it below its lid. 

5. A duplex-fuel range provided with a 
open-top, a fire-box at one end of the to, 
2nd a gas-heated oven at its other end, an 
oven below the top and having file-space in 
cliding a top conduit opening into the fire 
box and extending along the central portion 

80 

8 s 

. 
of the open-top to leave an open space on 
each of its sides on said top, the fire-box and 
top-fitte having four coal-cocking openings, 
a gas-cooking top comprising a pair of s 90 

open-to; on each side of the conditii, a gas 
biliner for said gas-heated oven, and & rolet 
supply-pipe for all the burners, 

6. A cooking lange provided 
Ovein and flue space at one side of the 
a fire-box having a plurality of 

duplex-fuel top located above the C 
prising a conduit extending longitudi 
of its central portion and opening at its ends 
into the fire-box and side-fue and having a 
plurality of cooking-epenings, and an op-el 
front burner-box on each side of the coin 
duit, gas burners in each box, a gas-mani 
foid extending along the front of the top. 
and supply pipes from the manifold to all 
the burners. 

7. A cooking range provided with a 1. 
oven and file stace at one side of the oven, 
a fire-box having a plurality of cooking 
openings at the other side of the over), a 
duplex-fuel top located above the oven coin 
prising a conduit extending longitidinally 
if its central portion and opening af, it 

into the fire-box and side-fie and having 
a plulaity of cooking- in 3's and 3. Cross 

etween the co openings, 
open-front burner-bay on each side of 

o ; bt Fine's in ecil box. ... . 
g along the front of the for 

in a liner channel, and silj). 
ply pipes from the nanifold to the burners, 
the pies or the rear-burners being sup 
ported by ci'oss-chaninet it alileen; 
with the manifold. 

8. A cooking range provided with an ovel. 
and flue space at one side of the oven, a 
fire-box having a plurality of cooking-open 
ings at the other side of the oven, and a 
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duplex-fuel top located above the oven com 
prising front and Fear open-front burner 
boxes and an intermediate conduit opening 
at its elnds into the fire-box and side-lue 
and having a plurality of cooking-openings 
and a cross-channel between the cooking 
Openings, brackets on the conduit in each 
burner-box, gas burners removably sup 
ported by the brackets, a gas-manifold ex 
tending along the front of the top, and sup 
ply pipes.from the manifold to the burners, 
the pipes for the rear burners being Sup 
ported by the cross-channel in horizontal 
alinement with the manifold. 

9. A duplex-fuel range provided with an 
Oven and flue space at one side of the oven, 
a fire-box at the other side of the oven, a 
top-plate comprising front and rear shelves 
above the oven and an upper conduit open 
ing at one end into the fire-box and at its 
other into the side-fue, the fire-box and con 
duit having a plurality of coal-cooking 
openings, and top-cooking heaters in the 
Open Spaces above the shelves of the top 
plate on each side of the conduit. 

10. A duplex-fuel range provided with an 
oven and fille space at one side of the 
oven, a fire-box at the other side of the oven, 
a top-plate comprising front and rear shelves 
above the oven and an upper conduit open 
ing at its ends into the fire-box and side-flue, 
the fire-box and conduit having four coal 
cooking openings, baffle-plates at the ends of 
the shelves, and a pair of gas burners ar 
ranged in the open space above each shelf 
on each side of the conduit. 

11. A duplex-fuel range provided with an 
oven and flue space at one side of the oven, 
a fire-box at the other side of the oven hav 
ing coal-cooking openings, a top-plate com 
prising front and rear shelves spaced apart 
above the oven and upright walls on the 
inner edges of the shelves terminating at 
One end at the fire-box and at the other end 
at the side-?lue, plates supported on the walls 
and having coal-cooking openings, a cross 
channel in the top of the walls between the 
coal-cooking plates, a front and rear pair of 
gas-burne's removably supported on the top 
plate and having supply pipes, the pipes for 
the rear burners being removably seated in 
the cross-channel, and a gas-manifold on 
the front of the range. 

12. A duplex-fuel range provided with an 
oven and flue space at one side of the oven, 
a fire-box at the other side of the oven, a 
top-plate comprising front and rear shelves 
spaced apart above the oven and an inter 
mediate upper conduit having front and 
rear Walls and opening at one end into the 
fire-box and at its other end into the side 
flue, the fire-box and conduit each having 
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two coal-cooking plates, baffles at the ends 
of the shelves flush with the top of the con 
cuit, means to close the passages from the 
fire-box to the spaces between the oven and 
shelves, a front and rear pair of gas-burners 
removably supported on the top-plate and 
having Supply pipes, and a gas-manifold on 
the front of the range. 

13. A duplex-fuel range provided with an 
oven, a fire-box at one-side of the oven, and 
having a flue comprising upper and lower 
flue Space above the oven, means to close 
the lower flue space from the fire-box, the 
upper flue Space opening at One end into 
the fire-box, and a clean-out piece on the 
oven having an inclined face extending from 
the Oven-top into the opening into the fire 
box. 

14. A duplex-fuel range provided with an 
oven, a fire-box at one side of the oven, a 
top-plate comprising front and rear shelves 
spaced above the oven and an intermediate 
upper conduit opening at One end into the 
fire-box, a closure for the spaces under the 
shelves having a lip extending into the con 
duit, and a clean-out piece on the oven hav 
ing an inclined face extending from the 
oven-top to the lip. 

15. A duplex-fuel range provided with a 
coal-heated oven, a fire-box at one end of the 
Oven and a gas-heated oven at its other end, 
and having flue-space including an upper 
conduit opening into the fire-box and ex 
tending along the central portion of the 
coal-oven, an open-front burner-box on each 
side of the conduit, the fire-box and conduit 
having four coal-cooking openings, a pair 
of gas burners arranged in each burner-box 
below the top of the conduit, a gas burner 
for said gas-heated oven, and a front sup 
ply-pipe for the gas burners at the level of 
the front burner-box. 

16. A duplex-fuel range provided with a 
coal-heated oven and flue-space at one side 
of said oven, a fire-box at the other side of 
said oven, a top-plate comprising front and 
rear shelves spaced apart above said oven 
and an upper conduit having upright walls 
terminating at their front ends at the fire 
box and at their rear ends above the side 
fue, a plate closing the top of the side-fue 
and the rear of the conduit, the closure 
plate and rear ends of the walls being shoul 
dered, a gas-heated oven on the closure 
plate, gas-burners on the top-plate on each 
side of the conduit and in the gas-heated 
oven, and a front gas-manifold for th 
burners. 

in testimony whereof affix my signa 
ture. 

JOHN J. T.OOMEY. 
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